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        The SNOM Vision comes with an AC power supply
The SNOM Vision has 16 DSS Keys
The SNOM Vision has a 4.3 Inch 480 x 272 Pixel Graphical LCD Screen Main LCD
SNOM Vision Datasheet
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        16 programmable keys
High resolution TFT touch screen color display
4.3 (10.9cm), 272 x 480 pixels, 24 bits color depth
Ethernet 10/100 Mbps
USB: 2x type A, Hi/Full/Low Speed host interface 
USB: 1x type B
Built in Web server
The Snom Vision is the perfect partner to Snom 8xx series of IP phones. As an expansion module, It provides the added “kick” to your next generation IP phone, providing more power and functionality to it. Specifically, the Snom Vision is compatible with the Snom 821 and Snom 870 IP phones

The Snom Vision can be powered in two ways: by using the 5V adapter / power supply that comes with the package, or you can also power it up using Power over Ethernet

The Snom Vision has a three page scrollable view that can be controlled using two control keys, with 16 viewable contacts per page. This allows you to control and monitor up to 48 calls at a time. This also means you have up to 48 programmable keys that you can set for speed dialing, presence indication, and Busy Lamp Field feature. Each of the 18 keys is equipped with Bi-colour LEDs, giving you two indicative statuses depending on whether the red or green light is lit

Another equally attractive feature of the Snom Vision is the high resolution TFT touch screen colour display that gives you a visual view of the caller’s image and call status. It supports up to 272 x 480 pixel resolution with 24 bits of colour depth

Amazingly, the Snom Vision  both acts as an expansion module and a stand alone device. Its ability to act as a single functional unit is due to the fact that it has en embedded Linux operating system, which provides network connectivity through Ethernet protocols at 10/100 Mbps speeds. Network settings for the host can be configured using either static IP addressing or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. It even comes with its own built-in web server that can be used to make configurations conveniently. Web server comes in two possible types: HTTP or HTTPS server. An Ethernet cable is provided with the package

Web based interfacing for configuring the Snom Vision can be done using remote provisioning. Automatic software updates are an integral part of the system. This makes it easy for system administrators to monitor the Snom Vision even if these are in a widely distributed zone

With its elegant look and flexible features, the Snom Vision is a great match for Snom 8xx IP phones; bring IP telephony functionality to the next level

For further SNOM Vision features please click here for the data sheet
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Main LCD	4.3 Inch 480 x 272 Pixel Graphical LCD Screen
	DSS Keys	16
	Connectivity	Ethernet (RJ-45)
	Ethernet Port Speed	10/100 Mbps
	Number Of Ethernet Ports	1
	Power Options	AC Only
	AC PSU Included	Yes
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